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Tourist Routes
1st EXCURSION: CITY TOUR; FIRST DAY. In the morning, we suggest you walk or drive, visit
the Market and the Municipal Fair, where you can see the typical products of the area. Then,
you can stroll through the city center, visiting the Paseo Plaza Ancud shopping center, Main
Square, Sernatur tourist information, Chiloé Cathedral, Chiloé regional museum and museum of
the heritage churches.
In the afternoon, going along the waterfront, getting to know the dock, San Antonio fort, where
the Spanish flag flew until 1826. Later, visiting the de Arena Gruesa Beach and finally the
Huaihuen Hill viewpoint.

2nd EXCURSION: ROUTE OF LA PINCOYA; SECOND DAY 27 kms. de Ancud in the Caulín
sector, which is characterized by its beautiful landscapes and variety of flora and fauna
including the beautiful Flamingos, beach and Alerce Church. Then you will find Little stown San
Antonio de Chacao, the oldest in Chiloé, which is the gateway to the Island.
Here you will see the typical buildings, its church and the arrival of the Ferries to the Island of
Chiloé. Returning to Ancud on the left you will find a mythological park, with its myths and
legends, ideal for children.
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3rd EXCURSION: ANCESTRAL ROUTE; THIRD DAY Departure from Ancud, bordering the
city, where you will see the Lacuy Peninsula, and 3 kilometers away you will find the beautiful
Lechagua beach ideal for children's bathing and enjoying a walk on the sand. Following you will
find the Pilluco sector, a tourist sector where you can visit the sculpture of Nemesio Antúnez,
called “Forest of Fish”, plus a natural viewpoint. Continuing through Cabeza de Vaca, a rural
and panoramic sector of the Island of Chiloé, arriving at the Mirador de Mar Brava called Piedra
de Run, arriving at the Puñihuil sector, a small fishermen's cove , very touristy where you can
enjoy a delicious typical lunch and a navigation to the island of the Magellanic penguins and
Humboldt. Later you can follow the route to the town of Quetalmahue, then the Quilo bridge
where you will find the prehistoric museum. A little further, you can reach Fort Ahui, the last
Spanish redoubt in Chile.
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4th EXCURSION: COLOANE ROUTE; FOURTH DAY The community of Quemchi is 70 Kms.
From Ancud in a very interesting geographical place for its relief and history, where the writer
Francisco Coloane was born and where he will also visit the waterfront, civic center, Coloane
museum, historical data . The Aucar Island will be visited, which is reached through a 550-meter
wooden bridge. And there is a small botanical park. He gave this island Francisco Coloane the
name of "Isla de Las Almas Navegantes".

5th EXCURSION: PATRIMONIAL CHURCH TOUR; FIFTH DAY The tour begins at the Church
and Artisan Fair of the commune of Dalcahue, and then embarks on a short journey to the
Island of Quinchao, in that place the Church of Achao (the oldest in Chiloé) is visited and the
commune of Curaco de Vélez with its architectural beauty, where we will know where Galvarino
Riveros Cárdenas, hero of the Pacific War, was born.
On the way back we go to Castro, visiting the Artisan fair, Stilt houses and the World Heritage
Church.
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